


THE
HARBOUR
OF ROME
Inaugurated in June 2001, the 

harbour is found immediately south

of the Tiber River delta, only 10 minutes  

away from Rome Fiumicino - Leonardo  

da Vinci International Airport

from the beautiful ruins of Ostia Antica,

in the former area of the seaplane airport  

of Ostia loved by the film director Pasolini.

The position is also strategically  

connected to the centre of Rome,  

which may be reached in just a few  

minutes on a light rail. The complex

is based on a modern concept of 

harbour, with a network of 

integrated services  offering a wide 

range of valid “at-sea”

and “on-land” opportunities both  

for business and leisure.

The Harbour is also an oasis 

protected  from noise and traffic, 

where visitors  may walk in 

relaxation, enjoy sports  activities, 

spend a holiday or simply

a few hours of free time. Its morphology  

and geographic position make it a perfect  

location for shows and events, including  

sports, art, culture, promotional

and communication initiatives.





THE  

STRUCTURE
The habour spans across  a 

surface of about 200.000 m2,

with full Wi-Fi coverage, and including:

• 833 dock spaces (B) that may host mega-yachts up to 70 meters in 

length;

• 80 spaces for stores, dining services, apartments, and offices;

• about 1200 meters of shared-use pedestrian and cycling promenade

with outlets on the Ostia beach;

• over 10.000 m2 of exhibition space;

• a 750-seat outdoor amphitheatre;

• 2.300 outdoor and indoor parking spaces;

• a fully-equipped shipyard including a Travel Lift with a loading 

capacity  of up to 400 tonnes;

• law enforcement agencies and public offices:  

Guardia di Finanza, Carabinieri, Police, Port 

Authority, and Post Office.



WHERE SPORT
AND SEA
COME TOGETHER
The Porto Turistico di Roma, 

designed  and constructed 

following the most

innovative concepts of national marinas,  

has the aim of satisfying customer  

requests with a state-of-the-art offer:

a package that has allowed the 

launch  of its new project and position.

Dynamism, energy, and versatility

are the main traits of a project with Sport  

as its focal point. Cultural activities,  

events and competitions related to sports  

will be the driveshaft of a cutting-edge  

conception of dialogue with the new  

generations. The excellent accessibility

on all levels and flexibility of its spaces  

allow them to be used to the fullest

by kids, families, and especially

the disabled. The atmosphere, the stores  

and restaurants it encloses complete

the range of services provided to attract  

all types of audiences, inviting guests

to let themselves go with the location’s  

infinite opportunities. The final aim

is to make legality the backbone

of a project with a clear overall view,  

through an accurate selection of events  

that may create a framework as distant  

as possible from its recent past

and give the harbour a brand new image.

Just a few miles from the 

Capital  and the magical Ostia 

Antica, the Porto Turistico di 

Romais a strategic asset

with the ambition of soon becoming

the true beachside of Rome. The location  

of course offers all the equipment

and services necessary for sea lovers:  

boat hire, excursions of the Lazio coast,  

docks, and support for navigation.

The modern structures composing

the harbour also lend themselves to 

hosting  lessons, conventions, 

workshops,

and seminars. Its abundant parking  

spaces and adaptability make it a sure  

future protagonist of Roman, national,  

and international events.

Welcome to the Rome harbour.
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